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Note to Co-Facilitators
For the second half of the JustFaith program, we are introducing a new text - Prayers for the
New Social Awakening. Each JustFaith group was asked to purchase one copy of the book, and
we ask you to bring it to each JustFaith session. We chose to use this text for a number of
reasons. First, it is a powerful collection of ecumenical voices, praying out of the gospel call and
sharing the rich social witness from many denominational traditions. Second, the inspiration
behind these prayers and this book was the Social Creed of 1908, written by the Federal
Council of Churches (a predecessor to the National Council of Churches). The Social Creed of
1908 represented a coming together of various denominational bodies in order to prophetically
cry out against unjust labor conditions, including child labor. The Social Creed of 1908
represents the strong witness of Protestant communities in resisting injustices throughout
society. The New Social Creed for the Twenty-first Century represents a similar sentiment of
ecumenical, prophetic energy. “A Social Creed for the Twenty-first Century,” which can be
found on page 16 of Prayers for the New Social Awakening, represents an ecumenical
interpretation of how Jesus’ teaching of the reign of God speaks to our current social situation.
The prayers are drawn from this vision, and we believe that many of their sentiments fit nicely
with the topics discussed throughout the JustFaith program.
As you use these prayers in the JustFaith program, feel free to discern how best to read the
prayers for your group. One option may be to choose a different group member to read the
assigned prayer each week. Another method you may wish try is to pass the book around your
circle, asking each member to read a stanza of the prayer before passing the book to the next
reader. If choosing this option, it is sometimes helpful to mark the prayer ahead of time with
pencil, indicating where you want readings to begin and end before passing the book. Whatever
method you choose will be best informed by the particular prayer for the week and what you
believe will work best for your JustFaith group. You know the character of your group best, so
do whatever will be most prayerful and powerful for them.
May this start to the second half of your JustFaith journey be life-giving to you and your group.
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Week Sixteen Components
Preparation for Week Sixteen
□ Review Week Sixteen session information.
□ Copy Week 16 Handouts (Participant Handout A and Note to Participants)
□ Bring your group’s copy of Prayers for The New Social Awakening and find “That We
May Be a More Faithful People,” page 74. Assure that this week’s prayer has been
assigned a prayer reader or that it has been divided for the group members to read in
segments.
□ Gather prayer items: A Bible and other items of your choice
□ Assign a Scripture Reader for Luke 12: 16-21.

Timing of the Session
Activity

Minutes

Prayer

10

Discuss reading and spiritual practice

55

Break

10

Business

10

Voluntary Simplicity Assessment

60

Closing prayer

5

Total

150

Welcome
Welcome participants warmly, then begin with prayer.
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Opening Prayer (5 minutes)
Scripture Reading
Read Luke 12:16-21. Pause for a minute of silence before offering this reflection:
This parable is not only about “greed,” but challenges the would-be
security of wealth and material possessions; certainly a fitting lesson given
our current economic uncertainties. What is worse is not only that the man
in the parable puts his absolute trust in his possessions, but that his intent
is to use them exclusively for his own benefit. “Relax, eat, drink, and be
merry!” The reign that Jesus proclaims is one where bounty and
abundance are to be shared, especially with those lacking life’s basic
necessities.
God’s intervention makes the man see how foolish both his plans and
values are. What is most at stake in what Jesus teaches here has to do with
priorities and the meaning of life. “Stuff” is not what our lives are to be
about. Stuff does not provide true satisfaction. Stuff, as our current
economic situation is teaching us the hard way, is no real guarantee of
security. And stuff is not stock we can invest in the life of the world to
come; it will not make us “rich in what matters to God.”
Pause for a moment before continuing with the meditation.
Prayer: “That We May Be a More Faithful People,” Prayers for The New Social Awakening
(page 74.)

First Half (55 minutes)
Discuss Spiritual Practice & Reading
Spiritual Practice
How Much Is Enough?, pages 129-186
Select from the questions below. Include question #1. Do not be concerned to cover them all.
1. Ask the group to share their experiences of fasting from electronics this week. What were
the benefits of the fast? What spiritual insights or connections did anyone make? What was
the challenge of this fast for each person?
2. On the bottom of page 129, Simon states, “from 1990 to 1996, almost 20% of adult
Americans chose lifestyle changes that involved earning less; and of those who did, 85%
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expressed satisfaction with the changes.” Does this surprise you? Do you know of anyone
who has done this? If so, what is their response to these changes?
3. On page 130 in the second paragraph, Simon states, “living more simply may enable people
who are barely surviving to live. Simpler living does that, however, only if you take the steps
to transfer resources to people whose lives are at risk.” In what ways would you be willing
to transfer some of your resources to people at risk?
4. On page 146, Simon asks: “What use is it to live a simplified life, volunteer at a food bank,
and contribute money, while doing nothing about public policies that lock people deeply
into hunger? Is it sinful to waste money but okay to waste influence that could bring a
greater benefit to the poor?” How do you respond to his challenge?
5. Have someone read aloud the second paragraph under “Prayer and Solitude” on page
165. How do you make time to pray and “unclutter your heart”?
6. In discussing a community of faith in the middle of page 170, Simon notes, “our journey
with God should never be taken alone or the culture of mammon is sure to overwhelm us.
We are not lone rangers. We are made for life in community and we need to walk the way
with others.” We saw this same theme in the book Compassion. What do you see as the
advantages of doing social ministry work together?
7. Review the items listed #1-19 on pages 183-186. Identify two items that you think you can
commit to and share these with the group.

Break (10 minutes)

Business Items (5 minutes)
1. Assign reading for next session: Compassion, pages 87 – 137; Cloud of Witnesses,
“Howard Thurman,” pages 202-206; and “Note to Participants for Week Seventeen.”
2. Distribute Week 16: Participant Handout A and Note to Participants.
3. Review plans for upcoming immersion experience, if needed.
4. Have participants sign-up for bringing snacks for Weeks 16-30, if needed.
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Second Half (60 minutes)
Voluntary Simplicity Assessment (55 minutes)
The purpose of this exercise is for each participant to identify ways to live more simply. Some
of the items may be new suggestions for participants. Introduce the exercise:
This exercise will help us look at seven areas of our lives in an effort for us to
identify ways we could live more simply. The interest to “live simply” is linked
not just with a rejection of consumerism but with the concern that “others may
simply live.” We must make the link between a life of simplicity and a life of
compassion.
God calls us to a life that is integrated and whole. A fascination with possessions
is but a stumbling block on the road to compassion and integrity. Living the
Gospel means living more simply so that we can free up resources and share with
others who have much less. In addition to freeing more resources for the poor,
living more simply helps us to care for God’s creation and be good stewards of
the earth’s resources.
Distribute Week 16: Participant Handout A. Instruct the group to review Category 1 and
place a check next to all the items that pertain to his or her current practice. Participants may
add to the items if they wish. Then, each participant is to make a judgment as to where he/she
falls on the continuum, from few practices to many practices for that category and mark the
continuum with an X. Give the participants three minutes to complete this category. Then have
the group discuss this category for about five minutes.
Move on to Category 2, continuing this pattern for each of the remaining categories. This
should be a lively and rather fast exercise. Encourage participants to add their own ideas to
each list. If there are questions about why an item is included in this survey, have a member of
the group do some research prior to next week’s meeting and report back to the group.
At the end of the seven sections, have each participant identify three practices that they would
like to implement over the next few months.

Assign Spiritual Practice (5 minutes)
Over this next week, plan an outing in which you can spend an hour in some kind of natural
setting—away from buildings and roads—to enjoy the quiet and beauty of nature and to pray.
If the weather does not permit an outing, select a place that has a window where you can reflect
on the wonder and wisdom of nature. Come prepared to share your experiences next week.
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Closing Prayer (5 minutes)
A Circle of Prayer
Leader: Direct the group to form a tight circle linking hands.
In these words, invite any participants who have a prayer, a concern, or a request to briefly
share it with the group.
We are disciples on a journey.
We are the body of Christ, given for this world.
Let us quietly pray for one another and for our brothers and sisters in
need. (Pause)
If someone has a concern, a word of encouragement, or a short prayer to
offer, please do so.

Words to Live By
Leader: Let us take prayer to heart. Repeat the prayer after me.
Leader:

All:

All praise is yours, all glory, and blessing.

All praise is yours, all glory, and blessing.

To You alone, Most high, do they belong.

To You alone, Most high, do they belong.

All praise be yours, my Lord,

All praise be yours, my Lord,

through all that you have made.

through all that you have made.

Leader:

May this prayer echo in our hearts throughout the week, as we walk, while
we work, as we rest, and when we pray for one another. Call to mind those
who are suffering, in despair or fear.

A Sign of God’s Peace
Leader:

Now we share in the peace for which our world hungers.
With a sign of peace we affirm one another for the journey ahead.
May we extend God’s peace to all!
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Note to Co-Facilitators
It’s important to create opportunities for your group to be together socially. JustFaith groups
are a “soil,” if you will, of the Gospel. The Gospel is not a private call to individuals to do some
kind of solo response to a demanding ethic. Rather, the Gospel is an invitation to a community
that embraces God’s vision of a New Earth. We are to be a part of each other’s life, including
the parts of our lives that hurt and the parts of our lives that rejoice. We are called to be
together. One aspect of that is gathering to celebrate and simply to be with each other.
By encouraging your group to be together outside of the typical JustFaith sessions, many good
things can happen. Spouses can be included at times, and this is important. Those involved in
JustFaith will often come home week after week from JustFaith sessions excited or anxious or
agitated or full of energy, and spouses at home are often left scratching their heads, baffled by
what this is all about. By providing opportunities for spouses to become acquainted with the
group, this can make the post-JustFaith conversations at home easier and less threatening. (It
might even provide your church with some JustFaith prospects the following year!)
In addition, by encouraging some social time during the JustFaith journey (but outside of the
sessions), you are laying some groundwork for the post-JustFaith network. When JustFaith
sessions are finished, many questions will be prompted, the most pressing of which will be
“Now what?” In many cases, it is the members of the JustFaith group who will become the
core or part of the core of social ministry in your church. By encouraging relationships that
include both formal learning experiences and the informal gathering in each other’s homes for
hospitality and friendship-building, the community of believers is made more real and becomes
better integrated.
Finally, faith should be filled with satisfactions. Yes, faith will know suffering and loss, disappointment and even a longing that can’t be filled in this life. Nevertheless, faith should also
be filled with satisfactions. One of those satisfactions is the deep pleasure of sharing one’s life,
hopes and convictions in a community that also seeks to do God’s will. Gathering to share a
meal and conversation with people whom you have come to care about is a gift from God. So,
gather together and be filled!
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Week Seventeen Components
Preparation for Week Seventeen
□ Copy Week 17 Handouts (Note to Participants for Week Eighteen).
□ Review Week Seventeen session information.
□ Locate copies of Half the Sky to distribute.
□ Bring your JustFaith group’s copy of Prayers for The New Social Awakening and find
“To Embody a God of Hope and Healing,” page 64. Assure that this week’s prayer has
been assigned a prayer reader, or that it has been divided for the group members to read
in segments.
□ Gather prayer items: A Bible marked at Mark 4:26-32, a bowl filled with enough seeds
for each person present, a cloth for the center of the circle, a pillar candle and any
additional items you choose to create a prayer environment.
□ Assign a Scripture Reader for Mark 4:26-32.

Timing of the Session
Activity

Minutes

Prayer

15

Discuss reading and
spiritual practice

60

Break

10

Business

5

View and discuss film

50

Closing prayer

10

Total

150

Welcome
Welcome participants warmly, then begin with prayer.
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Opening Prayer (15 minutes)
You will need:

Bible marked at Mark 4:26-32, Prayers for The New Social Awakening, a
bowl filled with enough seeds for each person present to have one

Symbol:

A seed, a small possibility, a little bundle of life that can result in
enormous possibilities

Introducing the Symbol
Hold up the bowl of seeds into the center of the circle. Introduce the symbol with these words:
A seed – a small and sometimes unnoticed possibility, a little bundle of life that
can result in enormous of possibilities.

Call to Prayer
Sit in the circle with the bowl of seeds. Pick up a seed and offer this prayer:
Gracious God— source of wonder and mystery—we pause to consider the
possibilities of our lives. It is true that in the great scheme of things, my
individual life seems like such a small thing. But, in fact, my life can become
something important.
Filled with your Spirit and Love, my life can become a great tool of compassion
and healing and beauty. So, grow me, O God. Water my life with vision and
courage. And let me become a refuge of shade from the glaring heat of injustice
and violence. Grow me, O God.
Pass the bowl of seeds to the person seated on the right. Invite participants to take one seed
and pass the bowl to the right. Offer the call to prayer while the bowl is passed:
Jesus, in your name we gather. You are here in our midst.
In the presence of your Spirit, we become your body.
To listen . . . to share . . . to learn . . . to care . . .
and to pray for one another.
Move within us. Move among us.
Spirit of Compassion, bind us to one another.
Propel us out into your world to be your compassionate justice.
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When the bowl of seeds has gone around the circle, place it in the center on the cloth.

Scripture Reading
As each person holds the seed in his or her hands, read Mark 4:26-32. Ask the group to reflect
upon these questions in silence:
What does this simple parable teach us about our efforts to bring about the reign
of God? Who has some responsibility for its gradual growth and realization
within our world?
Reread the Scripture passage. Pause once more before beginning the prayer from Prayers for
The New Social Awakening: “To Embody a God of Hope and Healing,” page 64.

Prayer of the Heart
After a couple of minutes of silence, introduce the mantra prayer in this way:
Leader:

Let us take prayer to heart. Echo this simple prayer from the Gospel of
John, line by line. Then, echo the whole prayer. (Adapted from John 12:24)

Leader:

Participants:

Unless a grain of wheat

Unless a grain of wheat

Falls into the earth and dies,

Falls into the earth and dies,

It remains just a single grain.

It remains just a single grain.

But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

Leader:

Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies,

All:

Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies,

Leader:

It remains just a single grain. But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

All:

It remains just a single grain. But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

Leader:

Let this prayer echo in our hearts.

Rite of Blessing
Leader:

Holy Spirit, inspire our thoughts. May we speak your truth. May our hearts
be opened. Let us say “Amen.”
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First Half (60 minutes)
Discuss Reading (45 minutes)
Compassion, pages 87-137
1. On page 98, we read, “As long as we remain the victims of clock time, which forces us into
the rigid patterns of time slots, we are doomed to be without compassion. When we live by
the clock we have no time for each other.” What have been your own experiences of “living
by clock time?” Can you share a concrete example of this struggle to be fully present to one
another?
2. The authors offer this account of prayer on page 105, “The discipline of prayer makes us
stop and listen, wait and look, taste and see, pay attention and be aware.” How does this
discipline allow for the possibility of compassion?
3. On page 109, the authors address one of the most difficult issues of the Christian tradition
when they write, “Prayer allows us to lead in the center of our hearts not only those who
love us but also those who hate us. This is possible only when we are willing to make our
enemies part of ourselves and thus convert them first of all in our own hearts.” Does this
statement ring true to your ears? What has your experience been of praying for someone
with whom you were in conflict? How did that experience of prayer change your
perspective?
4. The authors comment on the Eucharist on page 112, “There are very few places left in our
world where our common humanity can be lifted up and celebrated, but each time we come
together around the simple signs of bread and wine we tear down many walls and gain an
inkling of God’s intentions for the human family. And each time this happens we are called
to become more concerned not only about each other’s well-being but also about the wellbeing of ‘all people in our world.’” What are your thoughts on this understanding of
Eucharist? What aspects of communion contribute to growing our sense of solidarity and
oneness with all people?
5. On page 114, the authors write, “If prayer leads us into a deeper unity with the
compassionate Christ, it will always give rise to concrete acts of service. And if concrete acts
of service do indeed lead us to a deeper solidarity with the poor, the hungry, the sick, the
dying, and the oppressed, they will always give rise to prayer.” What does this quotation say
about any serious effort that you might make in doing the work of social ministry?
6. The authors also challenge: “The final criterion of the value of the Christian life is therefore
not prayer but action” (page 117). What does this mean to you? Where in the Gospel have
you heard this message before?
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7. Beginning on page 122, the authors address the topic of confrontation. They write, “The
power of evil has become so blatantly visible in individuals as well as in the social structures
that dominate their lives that nothing less than strong and unambiguous confrontation is
called for. “Compassion does not exclude confrontation” (page 122). Ask each person to
speak to his/her comfort or discomfort with this idea. To say “yes” to Jesus, do we have to
sometimes say “no” to the world and the structures of our society? Can you name a time
when you have confronted the world and its authorities in order to follow Jesus?

Discuss Spiritual Practice (15 minutes)
The spiritual practice that was assigned last week was to plan an occasion in which you could
spend an hour in some kind of natural setting—away from buildings and roads—to enjoy the
quiet and beauty of nature and to pray. Ask participants to share their experiences.

Break (10 minutes)
Business Items (5 minutes)
1. Assign reading for next session: Half the Sky, pages xi-21, 61-92 and “Note to
Participants for Week Eighteen.”
2. Distribute “Note to Participants for Week Eighteen.”
3. Distribute copies of Half the Sky.
4. Provide this introduction for Half the Sky:
In the next few weeks, we will begin to explore the complex reality of global
poverty. A powerful book for exploring how poverty affects half of the world’s
population is Half the Sky, written by two Pulitzer Prize-winning journalists.
At times, Half the Sky can be difficult to read. It raises to our attention topics
that are both heart-breaking and, at times, difficult to speak about. The pain
of these women can seem at once very distant and, in the next page, strike
very close to home. So please be prepared for a challenging text. And yet, it is
written with a bent towards hope and a passionate belief that the tragic
realities shared within its pages can be overcome. May your reading stir you,
disturb you and enliven you to new hope.
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Second Half (50 minutes)
View and Discuss Video
View “The Man Who Planted Trees” (30 minutes). Introduce the video with these words:
This film is simply beautiful, both in its artistry and its message. It is an
extraordinary and inspirational portrayal of hope and generosity. It is placed here
in the syllabus as a way of emphasizing the gift that each of us can make to the
world and to make links with our ongoing discussion of next steps after
JustFaith.
Allow time for general discussion before choosing from among the questions below. (20
minutes)
1. How does this story of simple, steadfast generosity touch you? In what specific ways can
you think of this message applying to your life?
2. Compare this fable of Elzéard Bouffier with the non-fictional stories of other people
you have read about or encountered this year in Cloud of Witnesses and at immersion
experiences. What similarities strike you?
3. Does this story inspire you? How? To what end?
4. What parts of your own life have been characterized by the values of generosity,
endurance, humility and service?
5. How is this video relevant to a world struggling with global warming and vast
environmental destruction?
After everyone has had a chance to respond, ask the group to consider these questions:
1. The story of “The Man Who Planted Trees” speaks to the possibility that all of us can
make choices that do tremendous good for the world. Do you believe this about
yourself? Why or why not?
2. Who are you inspired by? What ministry inspires you, draws you in?
3. Do you think you inspire others? Share your thoughts with the group.
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Closing Prayer (10 minutes)
Returning to the Symbol
Hold up the bowl of seeds and offer these words of blessing:
Let us be open to the great possibilities that God has in store for our lives.

A Circle of Prayer
Invite the group to form a tight circle and link hands:
We are disciples on a journey.
We are the body of Christ, broken for this world.
Let us quietly pray for one another and for our brothers and sisters in need.
(Pause)
If someone has a concern, a word of encouragement, or a short prayer to offer,
please do so.

Words to Live By
Leader:

Let us again take prayer to heart. Repeat the prayer after me:
Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies…

All:

Unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies,

Leader:

It remains just a single grain. But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

All:

It remains just a single grain. But if it dies, it bears much fruit.

Leader:

May this prayer echo in our hearts throughout the week, as we walk, while
we work, as we rest and when we pray for one another. Call to mind those
who are suffering, in despair or fear.

A Sign of God’s Peace
Leader:

Now we share in the peace for which our world hungers.
With a sign of peace, we affirm one another for the journey ahead.
May we extend God’s love to all!
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Note to Co-Facilitators
With Week Eighteen, we begin to focus our attention more globally. Please be prepared for
some possible resistance. Reassure group members that Half the Sky was not chosen for any
purpose apart from its powerful ability to convey the experiences of over half of the world’s
population. It is able to speak to experiences that stretch the globe, affecting not only those
with whom we may never interact, but people in our very families. It is, indeed, a difficult book
to read at times, speaking to heinous acts that we may rarely discuss in public. While social
conventions may make us more comfortable at times, remind your group that it is only by
seeking to understand the roots of social issues that we can then best know how to respond.
Be prepared that Half the Sky may speak to abuses that members of your group have personally
experienced in their lives. While Half the Sky focuses on the experience of women beyond the
United States, its discussion of domestic violence, sexual assault and rape may resonate with the
personal experiences of members in your group. Consult with the minister of your church
about how best to respond if a member of your group wishes to speak with someone.
Sometimes, a person may simply wish to speak with a trusted person following a JustFaith
session. Other times, though, a group member may wish to speak with a professional. Ministers
in many denominations will have some training in pastoral care and counseling. However, your
minister may also know of counselor(s) with whom your group member could speak.
Perhaps the biggest obstacle that will be encountered during the next five to seven weeks will
be the implication of the United States and other Western countries in the economic and
environmental crises of many poor countries. Indeed, richer countries, even our own, have
historically taken advantage of smaller, less powerful countries. The historical record states
clearly that governments are not perfect, not always good, and sometimes even very wrong. But
governments seldom admit wrongdoing until long after the fact, and questioning government
can often make us feel disloyal. We may worry that questioning authority will put us at odds
with our neighbors, our church members, even our family; there can be much risk in it.
In preparing for the conversations that might be generated over the next few weeks, it seems
important to stay anchored to our religious quest. The question that must always be asked first
is “What does it mean to be faithful to Christ.” We are all tempted to ask other competing
questions (which ultimately do have to be recognized) like “What does it mean to be faithful to
my family, my country, my neighbors, my political opinions, etc.?” So, in the conversations on
the tricky subject of allegiance, emphasize the question of ultimate authority – Who is the God
of our lives? Who gets first and primary consideration? Who are we responsible to? And who
is my neighbor and what does that ask of me?
It is important to realize that we are dealing with major re-orientation, metanoia, or conversion.
These things do not happen easily in most cases (if the apostles are any indication), so you can
expect a certain amount of apprehension, tension and struggle. Just hold fast to the recognition
of how precious such change is. Important things typically don’t happen easily.
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Week Eighteen Components
Preparation for Week Eighteen
□ Review Week Eighteen session information.
□ Copy Week 18 Handouts (Attachment A and Note to Participants).
□ Confirm with guest speaker(s) one week before and, if necessary, one day before this
session.
□ Gather prayer items: A Bible marked at Acts 4:32-35, copies of the meditation and a
plate with a loaf of unsliced bread
□ Assign a Scripture Reader for Acts 4:32-35.
□ Assign eight readers for the meditation.

Timing of the Session
Activity

Minutes

Prayer

15

Guest speaker

65

Break

15

Business

5

Discuss reading

45

Closing prayer

5

Total

150

Welcome
Welcome participants warmly, then begin with prayer.

Opening Prayer (15 minutes)
You will need: Bible marked at Acts 4:32-35, handouts, a plate with a small loaf of bread
Symbol:

Bread – food, a gift from God, meant as a gift for all people

Environment: Have lights dimmed, if possible
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Distribute Week 18: Participant Handout A. Assign eight readers.

Introducing the Symbol
Hold up the plate of bread into the center of the circle. Introduce the symbol with these words:
Bread. Food. That which sustains our bodies.
Given as a gift by God so that ALL may enjoy and be nourished.

Call to Prayer
Sit in the circle, holding the plate of bread, and pray aloud:
God, the author of all, the maker of creation, the giver of life, made us as people
dependent upon the gifts of this creation to survive. God gave us life and God
sustains our lives.
This bread is given to all. The world was created that all people might know life.
And the food that is given by God is food intended for all, not just for a few. Let
us share with each other and with all.
Pass the plate of bread to the person seated on the right. Invite participants to tear off a piece
of bread to consume, then prayerfully pass the plate to the next person. Offer the call to prayer
while the bread moves round the circle:
Jesus, in your name we gather. You are here in our midst.
In the presence of your Spirit, we become your body.
To listen . . . to share . . . to learn . . . to care . . .
and to pray for one another.
Move within us. Move among us.
Spirit of Compassion, bind us to one another.
Propel us out into your world to be your compassionate justice.
When the plate of bread has gone around the circle, place it in the center.
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Scripture Reading
Read Acts 4:32-35. Pause for a minute of silence. Offer this reflection:
To have encountered the Risen Christ changes everything and transforms our
lives in every aspect, including the way we relate to and use our material
possessions. Those first followers of Jesus placed everything they possessed at
the service of others. Such love eliminated needs within the community and all
had their basic life needs met. But far more than the practical value of this was
the witness it gave to the world around them. It provided a tangible credibility to
the proclamation of the “resurrection of the Lord.”
This image of the first community has been an inspiration in the course of
history. Could it not also be that for our own time? What if all Christians imitated
the love of these early followers of Jesus? How might our world be different
today? Would so many in our communities and our world lack life’s basic
necessities? How much more impact would our proclamation of Christ have if
we modeled that kind of radical community life?
Continue with the meditation on Participant Handout A.

Prayer of the Heart
After a couple of minutes of silence, introduce the mantra prayer in this way:
Leader:

Let us take prayer to heart. Echo this simple prayer, line by line.
Then echo the whole prayer.

Leader:

Participants:

God is Love.

God is Love.

God feeds us with love and bread.

God feeds us with love and bread.

We are images of God.

We are images of God.

Let us feed the world with love and bread.

Let us feed the world with love and bread.

Leader:

God is love and feeds us with love and bread.

All respond: God is love and feeds us with love and bread.
Leader:

Let us feed the world with love and bread.

All respond: Let us feed the world with love and bread.
Leader:

Let this prayer echo in our hearts.
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Rite of Blessing
Leader:

Holy Spirit, inspire our thoughts. May we speak your truth. May our
hearts be opened. Let us say “Amen.”

First Half (65 minutes)
Guest Speaker on Global Poverty
Invite one or two people in your area who have had international experience working with and
among the poor to share their experiences; be sure to ask them to include the signs of hope
they encountered in their experience. Request that the opening presentation be limited to forty
minutes followed by twenty-five minutes of dialogue with the guest(s).
In addition, if the person(s) you request to visit your group is linked with any resettled refugees,
you might want to ask the speaker to invite one of the refugees to come and share his/her story
as well.
Introduce the speaker (and other guests, if any). Manage the time so that there is enough time
after the presentation (40 minutes) for questions and conversation (25 minutes).

Break (10 minutes)

Business Items (5 minutes)
1. Assign reading for next session: Half the Sky, pages 93-130, 167-183; Cloud of
Witnesses, “Dom Helder Camara,” pages 207-215; and “Note to Participants for Week
Nineteen.”
2. Distribute “Note to Participants for Week Nineteen.”
3. Provide details on the upcoming immersion experience, as needed.
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Second Half (45 minutes)
Discuss Reading
Half the Sky, pages xi-22, 61-92
1. On page xv of the Introduction, the authors cite research indicating that 60-100 million
women are missing today, and that another 2 million girls disappear each year. How did
you respond to reading this piece of research? Why might girls be viewed as disposable?
2. On page 11, a quote from Foreign Affairs is cited which states: “Whatever the exact
number is, it seems almost certain that the modern global slave trade is larger in absolute
terms than the Atlantic slave trade in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was.”
Were you aware that people are enslaved today or that the number was so high? How
does your awareness of the United States’ history with slavery influence the lens that you
bring toward understanding modern slavery?
3. In what ways have you, your church community, or other organizations you work with
sought to address the needs of people across the globe? What challenges or obstacles
did you face (or could you imagine facing) with tackling problems from a distance?
4. On page 67 the author writes, “this is not a tidy world of tyrannical men and victimized
women, but a messier realm of oppressive social customs adhered to by men and
women alike.” How do you respond to the information about women’s involvement in
sexism and misogyny? In what ways, if any, have you witnessed women participating in
oppressive social customs here in the US?
5. Chapter Four includes the story of Mukhtar, a woman who experienced incredible
persecution and who now works tirelessly for education in small Pakistani villages. She
has inspired people the world over. Many inspired by Mukhtar, including Pakistani
police officer Farooq Leghari, face increased risk for standing alongside her. How might
you imagine yourself standing alongside Mukhtar and people with similar stories? What
risk might you face for standing up for the oppressed in society?
6. What are some cultural notions of shame and honor employed here in the United
States? When the words “shame” and “honor” come up in our culture, what topic is
usually being discussed? How might differing cultural understandings of “shame” and
“honor” impede our ability to grasp the power of these words?
7. Ask participants to reflect on Major General Patrick Cammaert, former UN force
commander’s statement, “It has probably become more dangerous to be a woman than
a soldier in an armed conflict” (page 84). Imagining those facing the horrors of war, who
have you envisioned? Has women’s experience influenced your understanding of war?
8. Who have you known who has witnessed global poverty first-hand? What are the
strengths and weaknesses you perceive in visiting first-hand versus sending money?
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Closing Prayer (5 minutes)
Removing the Symbol
Pick up the bread and with these words of blessing take it out of the circle:
It is not bread that saves the world. It is bread broken. It is bread shared.

A Circle of Prayer
Leader: Direct the group to form a tight circle linking hands. In these words, invite any
participants who have a prayer, a concern or a request to briefly share it with the group.
We are disciples on a journey.
We are the body of Christ, given for this world.
Let us quietly pray for one another and for our brothers and sisters in need.
(Pause)
If someone has a concern, a word of encouragement, or a short prayer to offer,
please do so.

Words to Live By
Leader:

Let us again take prayer to heart. Repeat the prayer after me:
God is love and feeds us with love and bread.

All respond: God is love and feeds us with love and bread.
Leader:

Let us feed the world with love and bread.

All respond: Let us feed the world with love and bread.
Leader:

May this prayer echo in our hearts throughout the week, as we walk, while
we work, as we rest and when we pray for one another. Call to mind those
who are suffering, in despair or fear.

A Sign of God’s Peace
Leader:

Now we share in the peace for which our world hungers
With a sign of peace we affirm one another for the journey ahead.
May we extend God’s love to all!
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JustFaith Week 19

These documents are for registered groups to use during the program year, per the
licensing agreement. Do not copy, share, or forward without permission.
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Note to Co-Facilitators
At this point in the process, you will likely observe some participants becoming distressed and
sad over the realities of the world that they are encountering in JustFaith. Some may even
express regret that they ever started this program—that it was easier to live without having to
negotiate all of this suffering and hardship. Some may express a desire for “good news” and
solutions and some examples of happy endings. All of these are understandable and common
responses among JustFaith participants.
It might be tempting for co-facilitators to try to “fix” the situation, assuming that it is not good
for people to experience this kind of distress and discomfort. However, it is recommended that
you resist this inclination. Next week’s Note to Participants will address this topic more fully.
It is important that we experience as fully as possible the discomfort of recognizing the real life
situations in which many of our sisters and brothers find themselves. For compassion to
become real and mature, it must know what the world is like. The world is a very perplexing
mixture of joy and sorrow.
It may be helpful for you to affirm that the world is, indeed, painful and that we must bear the
cross of suffering while we live our way into resurrection and joy. Encourage participants that
the way to do this is to love. Love does not run away or hide its face from what is difficult or
hard to do. Love takes in the other. Grief, for example, is the evidence of a deep love. And a
deep love gives great meaning and sense of purpose.
Encourage participants to pray their way amid the discomfort. Encourage them to invite God
to help them find meaning in the disillusionment. Remind them that almost nobody grows
when they are taking their ease and living insulated, comfortable lives. Challenge and
discomfort are but great occasions of grace. The Holy Spirit waits.
The primary source of support and encouragement during this difficult period will come from
community. Ask your group to be about each other’s care. Some in your group may already be
well-skilled in how to understand and integrate suffering with love and joy. Provide
opportunities for them to share their wisdom.
The paradox of the cross is that we discover joy only by embracing pain. We arrive at Easter
only by experiencing Good Friday.
Blessings on this holy journey!
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Week Nineteen Components
Preparation for Week Nineteen
□ Review Week Nineteen session information.
□ Copy Week 19 Handout (Note to Participants).
□ Bring your JustFaith group’s copy of Prayers for The New Social Awakening and find
“For an End to Hunger,” page 41.
□ Gather prayer items: A Bible marked at Isaiah 49: 8-13, the same plate as was used last
week, but empty and other items of your choice to create a prayer environment.
□ Assign a Scripture Reader for Isaiah 49:8-13.

Timing of the Session
Activity

Minutes

Prayer

15

View and discuss film

60

Break

15

Business

10

Discuss reading

40

Closing prayer

10

Total

150

Welcome
Welcome participants warmly, then begin with prayer.

Opening Prayer (15 minutes)
You will need:

A Bible marked at Isaiah 49: 8-13, Prayers for The New Social
Awakening, the same plate used last week (with no bread)

Symbol:

Empty plate, empty stomachs, God’s sorrow

Environment:

Dimmed lighting and other items of your choice
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Introducing the Symbol
When the group has gathered, bring the empty plate into the center of the circle. Holding it up,
briefly introduce the symbol with these words:
This empty plate is, for many of our brothers and sisters in this world, a sign of
reality. It is a world we don’t understand and certainly don’t want. And it is a
world that God does not want.

Call to Prayer
The leader, sitting in the circle and holding the empty plate, prays aloud:
Gracious God. This empty plate is the plate of pain. It is a serving of suffering. It
is the menu for broken lives, broken families, broken hope. The bread is nowhere
to be found. Taken by someone else. Hoarded by someone else. Unshared. What
shall we do, O God?
Passing the empty plate to the person seated on the right, the leader invites the participants to
hold it for a brief moment and pray silently before passing it on to the right.
The leader prays the call to prayer while the plate moves round the circle.
Jesus, in your name we gather. You are here in our midst.
In the presence of your Spirit, we become your body.
To listen . . . to share . . . to learn . . . to care . . .
and to pray for one another.
Move within us. Move among us.
Spirit of Compassion, bind us to one another.
Propel us out into your world to be your compassionate justice.
When the plate has gone around the circle, place it in the center.

Scripture Reading
Read Isaiah 49: 8-13. Pause for a minute of silent reflection. Offer this litany of prayers slowly
and reverently:
Consider these questions in silent reflection…
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Who are the people in our communities, nation, and world that God would address
today with these very same words, “Come out!”
Who are the prisoners?
Who are those in darkness?
Who hungers and thirsts for food, for water, for the safety and warmth of a home, for
companionship?
Who are scorched by neglect, by abuse, by disease?
How will God answer their needs?
How will the suffering and broken of our world experience God’s comfort?
How will the afflicted know of God’s tender mercy?
How will our earth that mourns so much be able to once again break into song?
Whom shall God send to make good on God’s promise to save?
Is it I, Lord?
Re-read verse 13. Pause for another minute of silence before beginning the prayer from
Prayers for The New Social Awakening: “For An End to Hunger,” page 41.

Prayer of the Heart
Leader:

Let us take prayer to heart. Echo this simple prayer, line by line. Then
echo the whole prayer.

Leader:

Participants:

Give us this day our daily bread,

Give us this day our daily bread,

As we this day share daily bread.

As we this day share daily bread.

And lead us not into temptation,

And lead us not into temptation,

But deliver us from indifference.

But deliver us from indifference.

Thy kingdom come.

Thy kingdom come.

Leader:

Let this prayer echo in our hearts.

Rite of Blessing
Leader:

Holy Spirit, inspire our thoughts. May we speak your truth. May our hearts
be opened. Let us say “Amen.”
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First Half (60 minutes)
View and Discuss Film, “Global Banquet: The Politics of Food”
Introduce the video with these or similar words:
This video explores the politics that threaten global food security and
demonstrates the destructive aspects of the corporate globalization of food.
Produced to create public awareness, this video shows how a handful of powerful
corporations control the world’s food system, endangering the livelihoods of
small farmers in the U.S. and in developing countries. The film examines how
corporate globalization of food supplies is contributing to mounting hunger
worldwide, despite an overabundance of food. The perspectives of farmers,
indigenous people, environmentalists, church groups and students working to
change unjust trade policies are included in the documentary. (50 minutes)
After viewing the video, use the following questions to discuss it. Do not be concerned about
covering all questions. (20 minutes)
1. The preference for meat in America and in a growing number of countries is driving some
farmers out of business and devastating rainforests. Can a sustainable food system be
structured that’s good for all people, the environment and the economy? Why or why not?
Are there any local versions of a sustainable system that you are familiar with?
2. Developing countries are encouraged to grow and export cash crops for the international
market. Developed countries import these crops. With their land used primarily for cash
crops, how can farmers in the developing countries grow the variety of crops needed to
sustain and feed their families?
3. While the World Trade Organization (WTO) is said to promote and enforce the provisions
of trade laws and regulations, the WTO has also been known to regulate and prohibit
governments from placing restrictions, such as tariffs to protect local farmers, on trade that
might interfere with the freedom of some global corporations. Has an economic and legal
system been created that allows corporations to get too large? Does the global system invite
collusion and corruption of politicians? How?
4. Chickens and hogs in factory farms are basically stacked on top of each other, raised under
horrible conditions, and pumped with antibiotics to prevent the spread of disease. How
does this “factory farming of animals” pose potential health risks along the food chain to
humans?
5. Many of the problems in developing countries originate with organizations based in the
United States. What can we do to make these organizations accountable and serve the
interests of the majority rather than of a few corporations? If you were a shareholder of
one of these corporations, what would you do?
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6. The video points out that instead of promoting democracy around the world, the U.S. is
promoting economic rule, that is the rule of large corporations that focus on profit, set
prices and ignore that plight of the people. What can U.S. citizens do to help reverse this
growing trend? What legislative changes need to be made?
(Most questions adapted from study guide that accompanies the video.)

Break (15 minutes)
Business Items (10 minutes)
1. Assign reading for next week: Half the Sky, pages 185-254 and “Note to Participants
for Week Twenty.”
2. Distribute “Note to Participants for Week Twenty.”

Second Half (40 minutes)
Discuss Reading
Half the Sky, pages 93-130, 167-183
Cloud of Witnesses, “Dom Helder Camara,” pages 207-215
1. On page 98, the authors raise the fact that little attention is paid to the problem of
women dying in childbirth. They write, “the equivalent of five jumbo jets’ worth of
women die in labor each day, but the issue is almost never covered.” In your view, why
has maternal mortality received little attention? What would it take to elevate maternal
mortality in the general public’s consciousness?
2. Why are people more likely to help one person rather than the vast numbers represented
by statistics? What does this say about the need for personal relationships with people
on the margins, and those with whom we want to be in relationships of solidarity?
3. On pages 103-107, the authors write about Dr. Allan Rosenfield whose work centered
upon issues of public health. Over his career, he increasingly began to view maternal
mortality as a human right, believing that “as a basic human right, women should be able
to have a child safely and with good quality of care” (page 105). How might you explain
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to someone the importance of understanding maternal care in this way? Why might such
a distinction affect people’s view of maternal mortality?
4. Reflecting on the factors contributing to maternal mortality listed on pages 113-117,
which of these systems of injustice are driven by human society and culture? Which
might be influenced through reform movements around the world?
5. What difference might there be in investing in education rather than immediate needs?
How does this relate to your understanding and experience of the difference between
justice and charity?
6. Reflecting upon the examples in Chapter Ten of aid that worked and aid that didn’t
work, do you respond feeling discouraged or encouraged; helpless or empowered?
Where do you find hope?
7. The reading from Cloud of Witnesses about the life of Dom Helder Camara, a Catholic
archbishop, paints a picture of a man who was courageous and loving, a man who spoke
truth to power. Name some of the people you know from your own church’s history
who have done the same. How do these witnesses challenge you personally?

Closing Prayer (10 minutes)
Returning to the Symbol
Hold up the empty plate and offer these words of blessing:
Let us work to banish this symbol from the world.
Let us fill plates with food and fill lives with love.

A Circle of Prayer
Invite the group to form a tight circle and link hands:
We are disciples on a journey.
We are the body of Christ, broken for this world.
Let us quietly pray for one another and for our brothers and sisters in need.
(Pause)
If someone has a concern, a word of encouragement, or a short prayer to offer,
please do so.
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Words to Live By
Leader:

Let us again take prayer to heart. Repeat the prayer after me:

Leader:

Participants:

Give us this day our daily bread,

Give us this day our daily bread,

As we this day share daily bread.

As we this day share daily bread.

And lead us not into temptation,

And lead us not into temptation,

But deliver us from indifference.

But deliver us from indifference.

Thy kingdom come.

Thy kingdom come.

Leader:

May this prayer echo in our hearts throughout the week, as we walk, while
we work, as we rest and when we pray for one another. Call to mind those
who are suffering, in despair or fear.

A Sign of God’s Peace
Leader:

Now we share in the peace for which our world hungers
With a sign of peace, we affirm one another for the journey ahead
May we extend God’s love to all!
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Week Nine

JustFaith Week 20

These documents are for registered groups to use during the program year, per the
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Note to Co-Facilitators
As we move into the last third of the program, it is natural for participants to begin to consider
what they are going to do next, in light of how they have changed during the JustFaith process.
We would like to prepare you a bit for what you may encounter.
During the next several weeks, there will be many opportunities for participants to continue to
learn of options for a faithful response to the realities participants have seen, read about and
discussed during the course of the program. Most likely, participants already have been exposed
to some opportunities for involvement from the Immersion experiences and guest speakers.
Each JustFaith graduate will be invited into a process of discernment of God’s call on how to
put faith into action based on the time, talent, resources and interests of the individual. There
will be time for deliberate discernment during the last few weeks of the program, as well as
during the final retreat.
Please remind participants that there is not one path that is appropriate for all. As participants
enter these final weeks of JustFaith, it is important to stress to participants that each person’s
call from God will be unique. Therefore, there should be no pressure placed on participants to
“sign up” for a predetermined ministry or project.
It might also be helpful for co-facilitators to remind participants that this process of
discernment is ongoing and may not yield any definitive path right away. To this end, it is very
appropriate for participants to “taste and see” many different options before making some kind
of substantial commitment. Sometimes the best process is to act our way into an answer instead
of to think our way into an answer. Therefore it is appropriate to encourage all participants to
get engaged in some kind of ministry soon after JustFaith is over as a way of exploring what
might be a best next step.

Week Twenty Components
Preparation for Week Twenty
□ Review Week Twenty session information.
□ Copy Week 20 Handouts (Note to Participants).
□ Locate DVD “Dying to Live” and assure availability of DVD player.
□ Locate copies of Unexpected News to distribute.
□ Bring your JustFaith group’s copy of Prayers for The New Social Awakening and find
“For Those Without a Place to Call Home,” page 101. Assure that this week’s prayer has
been assigned a prayer reader, or that it has been divided for the group members to read
in segments.
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□ Gather prayer items or delegate: a Bible marked at Leviticus 19:33-34, a plastic gallon jug
half-filled with water and a backpack.
□ Assign a Scripture Reader for Leviticus 19:33-34.

Timing of the Session
Activity

Minutes

Prayer

10

View and discuss film

60

Break

15

Business

10

Discuss reading

50

Closing prayer

5

Total

150

Opening Prayer (10 minutes)
You will need: A Bible marked at Leviticus 19:33-34, Prayers for The New Social Awakening, a
plastic gallon jug partially filled with water and a backpack
Symbols:

Jug of water, a backpack – long journey

Environment: Place the bible in the center of the prayer space

Introducing the Symbols
Carefully hold up the gallon jug and introduce the symbol with these words:
Water – quenching…survival…hope.
Replace the jug on the prayer table. Hold up the backpack and offer these words:
Backpack – few possessions…leaving behind…long journey.
Pass the backpack around the circle, inviting participants to pray silently for those wandering
away from home. Offer the call to prayer:
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Jesus, in your name we gather. You are here in our midst.
In the presence of your Spirit, we become your body.
To listen . . . to share . . . to learn . . . to care . . .
and to pray for one another.
Move within us. Move among us.
Spirit of Compassion, bind us to one another.
Propel us out into your world to be your compassionate justice.
When the backpack has gone around the circle, place it in the center.

Scripture Reading
Read Leviticus 19:33-34. Pause for a minute of silence. Offer this reflection:
Our God never plays favorites. There is no one more deserving or less deserving
of God’s loving concern. In other words, “we are all the apple of God’s eye.”
It might also be said that we all are equally “aliens,” in need of help at one time
or another. This was a hard lesson for those who considered themselves “God’s
chosen people,” for those who experienced firsthand God’s saving actions on
their behalf “in the land of Egypt.”
We, like our ancestors, expect God to act for our good and then we so easily
forget to be instruments of that same good for others, especially those we deem
different. Israel was chosen not to be the exclusive recipient of God’s grace, but
to be the means through which that grace might reach and be inclusive of all.
Pause for another minute of silence before beginning the prayer from Prayers for The New
Social Awakening: “For Those Without a Place to Call Home,” page 101.

Prayer of the Heart
After a couple of minutes, introduce the mantra prayer in this way:
Leader:

Let us take prayer to heart. Echo this simple prayer, line by line.
Then echo the whole prayer:
If one of our brothers or sisters suffers…
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All respond: If one of our brothers or sisters suffers,
Leader:

We all suffer.

All respond: We all suffer.
Leader:

We are called to bear one another’s burdens.

All respond: We are called to bear one another’s burdens.
Leader:

If one suffers, we all suffer. We are called to bear one another’s burdens.

All respond: If one suffers, we all suffer. We are called to bear one another’s burdens.
Leader:

Let this prayer echo in our hearts.

Rite of Blessing
Leader:

Holy Spirit, inspire our thoughts. May we speak your truth. May our hearts
be opened. Let us say “Amen.”

First Half (60 minutes)
View and Discuss DVD
View the DVD, “Dying to Live: A Migrant’s Journey” (33 minutes). Introduce the DVD with
these words:
This film is a moving and compassionate documentary designed to prompt and
assist in the conversation about undocumented immigration to the United States
across the US-Mexico border. This film approaches this complex topic by
bringing the face of the migrant to the front in the belief that we need to know
the many spiritual and physical hardships that they face.
After viewing the film, lead a discussion using the following questions. (27 minutes)
1. What is your immediate response to the film?
2. In light of the numerous misconceptions and myths held about immigrants, how do
these stories shed light on the realities that many people face on the U.S./Mexico
border?
3. Discuss the “push” and “pull” factors.
a. What are the “push” factors that cause a person to leave his/her country? List
these on a flipchart.
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b. What are the “pull” factors that attract a person to come to the United States?
List these on a flipchart.
c. Which of these factors from both lists are included in the national dialogue
surrounding immigration?
d. What factors are ignored?
4. Ask participants to offer suggestions on what a faith-filled response to the migrant’s
struggles might look like. Which of these responses is your church involved in?

Break (15 minutes)
Business Items (10 minutes)
1. Assign reading for next session: Unexpected News, pages 11-48, 63-73; Cloud of
Witnesses, “Oscar Romero,” pages 274-279; and “Note to Participants for Week
Twenty-One.”
2. Distribute “Note to Participants for Week Twenty-One.”
3. Distribute copies of Unexpected News.

Second Half (50 minutes)
Discuss Reading
Half the Sky, pages 185-254
1. In writing about the power of microfinance to bolster and protect women, the authors
state “Capitalism, it turns out, can achieve what charity and good intentions sometimes
cannot” (page 187). How do you react to such a statement? In what ways does this
statement make you feel more or less able to effect change?
2. When the authors write about the most important factor in determining children’s wellbeing, they note that it is not the family’s wealth but whether the money is controlled by
the mother or by the father (page 194). What factors make this awkward fact a reality for
many around the world? How might microfinance enable a change in this imbalance for
future generations?
3. On page 207 the author writes about the tension between cultural imperialism and
upholding certain values, such as lobbying against foot-binding and female infanticide.
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How do you balance the concern for cultural sensitivity with the concern for human
rights? How would you explain to someone where your own “tipping point” begins –
where you feel that intervention is necessary?
4. What is the author’s reasoning for writing “sweatshops have given women a boost”
(page 210)? How do you react to the authors’ assessment of the economic good that
sweatshop factories in some countries offer to poor, illiterate women?
5. What would it take for more women to become elected political leaders in the United
States government? How can we encourage women that we know – our mothers,
daughters, granddaughters, sisters, aunts – to use their voices? How would you explain
why the world needs to hear from them?
6. Chapter Thirteen deals with the perennial difficulty of reforming unjust cultural
traditions. Think back to a time when you radically changed your way of thinking from
one stance to another. What factors were involved in your change? What lessons might
your experience yield for those working in Senegal and other countries where Female
Genital Cutting (FGC) is still being practiced?
7. On page 223, FGC is described as a “rite of passage” in many cultures. What “rites of
passage” are active in your culture? Why might one from beyond your culture view such
rites with concern?
8. Remembering the British abolition of slavery in the early nineteenth century, reflect
upon this question: What moral issue would bring the United States to act against its
own self interest? Would you be willing to support political leaders if such unpopular
actions were morally justifiable?
9. How has cable television socialized you, your children, or your grandchildren regarding
gender norms? Name specific models you have encountered in television. How do you
weigh the positive examples over the more detrimental ones?
10. In Chapter Fourteen, the authors begin to describe what each of us can do to participate
in social change to make women’s lives better, What are other ways that people can get
involved to work for change? What efforts exist in your local community?

Closing Prayer (5 minutes)
Returning to the Symbol
Hold up the water jug and the backpack and offer these words of blessing:
May our lives be a proclamation of good news to the poor and displaced.
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A Circle of Prayer
Invite the group to form a tight circle and link hands:
We are disciples on a journey.
We are the body of Christ, broken for this world.
Let us quietly pray for one another and for our brothers and sisters in need.
(Pause)
If someone has a concern, a word of encouragement, or a short prayer to offer,
please do so.

Words to Live By
Leader:

Let us again take prayer to heart. Repeat the prayer after me:
If one suffers, we all suffer. We are called to bear one another’s burdens.

All respond: If one suffers, we all suffer. We are called to bear one another’s burdens.
Leader:

Let this prayer echo in our hearts.

A Sign of God’s Peace
Leader:

Now we share in the peace for which our world hungers.
With a sign of peace, we affirm one another for the journey ahead.
May we extend God’s peace to all!
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